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Item # Motor Disc Size Disc RPM Disc Table Belt Size Belt Platen Belt SFPM Dust Port Weight

9681115 1HP 120V 8.0A 9" 2510 6" x 11-1/2" 6" x 48" 14-1/2" x 6" 1836 2" 72 lbs.

Item # Motor Disc Size Disc RPM Disc Table Belt Size Belt Platen Belt SFPM Dust Port Weight

9681114 1/2HP 120V 4.3A 6" 3600 6-1/4" x 9" 4" x 36" 12" x 4-7/8" 1900 2-1/2" 33 lbs.

ECONOMY 6" X 9" BELT & DISC SANDER
Powerful 6" x 9" belt & disc sander designed for heavy sanding jobs. The 6" 
x 48" abrasive belt operates at 1836 SFPM for aggressive material removal. 
The belt arm can be adjusted anywhere from horizontal to vertical position 
depending on your work needs. The extra large platen area provides a flat 
sanding surface to handle a variety of jobs. The 9" PSA disc includes a table 
for precise sanding of angles and miters or just for finish sanding of cuts.  
■			1HP 120V 8.0A motor easily operates off of household electrical

■	 Cast aluminum disc table tilts up to 45° for angle sanding

■	 Miter gauge included

■	 Includes a locking switch to prevent unauthorized use

ITEM# 9681115: Dimensions:  18"D x 14"W x 23"H

ECONOMY 4" X 6" BELT & DISC SANDER 
Space saving 4" x 6" belt & disc sander fits almost anywhere in your shop.  
The 4" x 36" abrasive belt operates at 1900 SFPM for aggressive material  
removal. The belt arm can be adjusted anywhere from horizontal to vertical 
position depending on your work needs. The 6" disc includes a table for  
precise sanding of angles and miters or just for finish sanding of cuts. 
■	 1/2HP 120V motor easily operates off of household electrical

■	 Cast aluminum disc table tilts up to 45° for angle sanding 

■	 Miter gauge included

ITEM# 9681114: Dimensions:  15-1/2"D x 14"W x 23"H


